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MAGNETIC COMPONENTS, INC.

DIV: SCHILLER PK
LOC: SCHILLER PK

5E3 TWEED DELUXE POWER TRANSFORMER

SIGNATURES

DRAWN: M. Sacketti
08 SEP 09

CHECK:

APPR: M. Sacketti
08 SEP 09

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
DO NOT SCALE DRAWING

FRACTIONS +/-
.X = +/-
.XX = +/-
.XXX = +/-
ANGLES = +/-

MATERIALS:

RED 3 710 V CT @ 100 mA DC
RED/YEL 4 6.3 V CT @ 1.65 A
RED 5
GRN 6
GRN/YEL 7
GRN 8
GRN/YEL 9
YEL 10 5 V @ 2 A

MEASURED B+ = 396V DC @ 100mA WITH A 5Y3GT RECTIFIER

USE FOUR # 8-32 HEX NUTS (NOT SUPPLIED) FOR CHASSIS MOUNTING. PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE EXISTING HEX NUTS.

P/N 6452 WAS 6542 IN ERROR. ADD PROPRIETARY NOTE.
ADD MOUNTING HARDWARE NOTE

APPROVED

DESCRIPTION

P/N 6452 WAS 6542 IN ERROR. ADD PROPRIETARY NOTE.
GRN/YEL WAS GRN/WHT IN ERROR
ADD MOUNTING HARDWARE NOTE
ADD B+ VOLTAGE

REVISIONS

DATE APPROVED
A 12/28/09 M. SACKETTI
B 04/05/11 M. SACKETTI
C 10/27/11 M. Sacketti
D 02/02/13 M. Sacketti